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In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions to a nonlinear
Volterra equation in Banach spaces. First, we deal with the mean point concerning
Ž .an invariant mean on 0, for the ‘‘unbounded behavior’’ of solutions in a
reflexive Banach space. Using the mean point, we obtain the weak and strong
convergences for the ‘‘unbounded behavior’’ of solutions in a reflexive and strictly
convex Banach space and in the dual space which has a Frechet differentiable´
norm, respectively.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a real Banach space and let A be an m-accretive operator in
X. We shall discuss the asymptotic behavior as t  of solutions to the
abstract nonlinear Volterra equation
t
V u t  b t s Au s  g s u s ds f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Hb , g , f
0
t  0, ,.
where b :, g :, and f : X are given and the inte-
gral is taken in the sense of Bochner. The asymptotic behavior of solutions
Ž .of the equation V have been studied primarily in the case that g 0.b, g , f
   See 24, 10, 11, 1315, 19, 21 . In 1 , Aizicovici et al. have investigated
1 This paper was supported by Korea Research Foundation Grant KRF-99-041-D00030.
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Ž . Ž .the ‘‘unbounded behavior’’ of the solution u t of the equation Vb, g , f
Ž .when u t is allowed to be unbounded.
  ŽThe purpose of this paper is to extend the technique of 22 that applies
Ž ..to V to a more general class of integral equations. That is, we deal1, 0, 0
Ž .with the mean point concerning an invariant mean on 0, for the
Ž .‘‘unbounded behavior’’ of solutions to the equation V under theb, g , f
assumption that X is reflexive. As a byproduct, we recover and comple-
 ment some of the results of 1 . Our results are also generalizations of
  Ž .   Ž .some results of 11, 15 for Eq. V as well as of 12, 16 for Eq. V .b, 0, f b, 1, f
2. PRELIMINARIES
  Ž   .Let X be a real Banach space with norm  and dual X*,   . The
Ž .duality pairing between X and X* will be denoted by ,  . Let A be a
Ž . Ž .set-valued operator in X with domain D A and range R A . A is said to
   be accretive if y  y , x  x 	 0 for y  Ax , i 1, 2, where y, x2 1 2 1  i i 
Ž   . 1 lim x  y  x  for x, y X. We say that A is m-accretive 0
Ž .if it is accretive and that R I A  X for all  0, where I stands for
the identity on X. If A is m-accretive, one can define its Yosida approxi-
1Ž . Ž .1 Ž  .mation A by A   I J , with J  I A ,  0 cf. 6, 18 .   
 As in 1 , we assume throughout this paper that A is an m-accretive
Ž .operator on X and consider Eq. V under the minimal assumptionsb, g , f
H b AC ; , b 0  1, b BV ; ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b l oc l oc
H g C ; ,Ž .Ž .g
1, 1 H fW  ; X , f 0 D A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .f l oc
Ž .  Here D A is the closure of D A . According to 1, 5 , under theseŽ .
Ž . Ž .assumptions, the equation V is a.e on  equivalent tob, g , f
du t dŽ .
E  ku t  Au t  g t u t  k t f 0  F t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt dt
Ž . Ž . Ž . t Ž .with u 0  f 0 . Here  denotes the convolution k z t  H k t s0
Ž .z s ds, k satisfies
2.1 b t  kb t  1, t	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and F is a.e on  given by
2.2 F t  f  t  k f  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Note that 2.1 can be rewritten as k bkb, so that, by H , k isb
Ž  . Ž Ž ..uniquely determined in BV  ; . It also follows see H thatl oc f
1 Ž  .F L  ; X . The strong solutions are considered as functions inl oc
1, 1  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W  ; X 
 C  ; D A for which the equations V and EŽ .l oc b, g , f
 Ž .hold a.e t . A function u C  ; D A is said to be a generalizedŽ .
Ž . Ž  .solution of the equation V if lim u  u in C 0, T ; X for anyb, g , f  0 
0 T , where u is the strong solution of the approximating equation
Ž . Ž Ž ..V equivalently, E in which A is replaced by the Yosida approxi-b, g , f 
Ž  .mation A for each  0 cf. 1, 5, 9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let k be given by 2.1 and let H and H hold. For 0 s t ,b g
set
2.3 a t , s  k t s  g sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and define the resolvent kernel r of a by
t
2.4 r t , s  a t ,  r  , s d a t , s , 0 s t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
s
 Ž  . Ž .Since k L  : and g is continuous, the equation 2.4 has al oc
p      Žunique solution r of type L on  for p 1, . See 17, Chap. 4 . Ifl oc
.necessary, we extend a and r by 0 for t s. Next, define
t
2.5 R t , s  1 r t ,  d , 0 s t .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
s
 It follows from 1, Lemma 3.1 that if b is completely positive, then
2.6 0 R t , s  1, 0 s t .Ž . Ž .
For the definition of complete positivity and its important properties, see
 1, 4 .
Ž .    4Let S X  x X : x  1 be the unit sphere of X. Then the norm
Ž .of X is said to be Frechet differentiable if, for each x S X , the limit´
   x ty  x
lim
tt0
Ž .is attained uniformly for y S X .
The following lemma is well-known.
 LEMMA 2.1 8 . X* has a Frechet differentiable norm if and only if X is´
reflexie and strictly conex and has the following property: If the weak
     4  4lim x  x and x  x for any sequence x in X, then xn n n n n
conerges strongly to x.
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Ž .Let S be a set and let m S be the Banach space of all bounded real
Ž .valued functions on S with the supremum norm. An element m S *
Ž Ž ..   Ž .the dual space of m S is called a mean on S if    1  1. Let 
Ž . Ž .be a mean on S and fm S . Then we denote by  f the value of  at
Ž Ž .. Ž .the function f. We will sometimes write  f t in place of  f . We
Ž .know that m S * is a mean on S if and only if
inf f s : s S   f  sup f s : s S 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for every fm S . Let S be an abstract semigroup. Then, for each s S
Ž . s Ž .and fm S , we can define the elements f and f in m S given bys
Ž . Ž . sŽ . Ž .f t  f st and f t  f ts for all t S. A mean  on S is called lefts
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž s. Ž .. Ž .right invariant if  f   f  f   f for all fm S ands
s S. An inariant mean is a left and right invariant mean. A semigroup
Ž . Ž .which has a left right invariant mean is called left right amenable. It is
 well-known that a commutative semigroup is amenable 7 .
Finally, let X be a reflexive Banach space and let S be a set. Suppose
 4that x : t S is a bounded subset of elements of X. Then, for a mean t
on S, we obtain an element x  X such that0
 x , x*  x , x*Ž . Ž .t t 0
for all x* X*. This point x is called a mean point of x concerning .0 s
Let S be a right amenable semigroup and let  be a right invariant mean
 4on S. Suppose that x : s S is a bounded subset of elements of X.s
Then, using a classical separation theorem, we can prove that the mean
 4point x  X of x concerning  is contained in  co x : t S . For0 t s S t s
 these facts, see 22 .
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, using the mean point, we study the ‘‘unbounded behav-
Ž .ior’’ of solutions to Eq. V .b, g , f
 We begin with the following result, which was given in 1 .
  Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1 1 . Let H , H , and H be satisfied and let u be theb g f
Ž .generalized solution of Eq. V . Also, assume that b is completely positieb, g , f
Ž . Ž .with b   0 and that F is associated to f by 2.2 and satisfies
h tŽ . t
 3.1 lim F s ds 0,Ž . Ž .HH tt Ž . 0
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where
t t
3.2 h t  exp g s ds , H t  h s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
1Ž . 1Ž . Ž .If either g L  or g L  and lim g t  0, then there existst
Ž .    4an element  S X*  z X* : z  1 , such that
1
t
3.3 lim u t ,  R t , s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H
t 0
1
t
  lim u t R t , s ds  d 0, R A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
t 0
Ž Ž .. Ž .where d 0, R A denotes the distance from 0 to R A .
Using the above result, we prepare a lemma which plays a crucial role in
the proof of our main theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that H , H , and H hold and that b isb g f
Ž .completely positie with b   0. Let u be the generalized solution of Eq.
Ž . Ž .V and let F be associated to f by 2.2 . Assume that F satisfiesb, g , f
h tŽ . t
 lim F  d 0,Ž .HH tt Ž . 0
Ž . Ž t Ž . . Ž . t Ž . 1Ž .where h t  exp H g  d and H t  H h  d . Let either g L 0 0
1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..or g L  and lim g t  0, and let d d 0, R A . Then theret
 exists a functional z X* with z  d such that
1s
3.4 u  u s R s,  d , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H0ž /0
s1 h sŽ .
2  	 d  d F  dŽ .Hž b  H sŽ . Ž . 0
1s s
  R s,  g  d R s,  d u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 0ž / /0 0
Ž .for s	 0, where u  u 0  D A .Ž .0
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ŽŽ . .Proof. For u  D A , let z  J u  J u t and let z be a weak-Ž .0 t 0 t 0
 4  4star limit of a subnet z of z , where J is the duality mapping. Then, byt t	
Ž .  the equation 3.7 in 1, Corollary 3.3 , that is, by the equation
 u s  J uŽ . t 0
s sH R s,  dŽ .0
    1 u  J u  R s,  F  dŽ . Ž .H0 t 0ž /t 0
s s2
    R s,  u   u d R s,  g  d uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0ž /t 0 0
for any s, t 0, we have
u  u s , zŽ .Ž .0 t
     	 z  u  J u  J u  u sŽ .Ž .t 0 t 0 t 0
s s1
      z  R s,  d u  J u  R s,  F  dŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ht 0 t 0ž /ž t 0 0
s s2
    R s,  u   u d R s,  g  d u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0ž / /t 0 0
Ž .  Using the equation 4.17 in 1, Proof of Lemma 3.5 given as
H tŽ .t
R t ,  d	 b   0, t	 0,Ž . Ž .H h tŽ .0
Ž .we infer from 2.6 that
1s
3.5 u  u s , z R s,  dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H0 t
0
s1 1 h sŽ .
     	 z  u  J u  F  dŽ .Ht 0 t 0ž t b  H sŽ . Ž . 0
s2 h sŽ .
  u   u dŽ .H 0tb  H sŽ . Ž . 0
1s s
  R s,  g  d R s,  d uŽ . Ž . Ž .H H 0ž / /0 0
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Ž .  for s	 0. Letting t  in 3.5 and recalling 20, Lemma 2.1 that
 J ut 0
lim  d 0, R A ,Ž .Ž .
tt
Ž .we obtain 3.4 .
   Now we show that z  d. In fact, we know from 1, Lemma 3.5 that
t
3.6 lim R t ,  d ,Ž . Ž .H
t 0
H t R t ,  g  dŽ . Ž .0
3.7 lim  0.Ž . tH R t ,  dt Ž .0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..So, letting s  in 3.4 in view of 3.1 , 3.6 , and 3.7 , we have
1s
2lim inf u  u s , z R s,  d 	 d .Ž . Ž .Ž . H0
s 0
Ž .Thus it follows from 3.3 that
  2d z 	 d ,
 that is, z 	 d. On the other hand, since
 u  J u0 t 0
   z  lim inf z  lim  d ,t	 t	 t
 we conclude that z  d. This completes the proof.
Now we give the main result in this section.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a reflexie Banach space. Suppose that H ,b
Ž . Ž . Ž .H , and H hold and that b is completely positie with b   0. Let u beg f
Ž .the generalized solution of equation V and let F be associated to f byb, g , f
Ž .2.2 . Assume that F satisfies
h tŽ . t
 lim F  d 0,Ž .HH tt Ž . 0
Ž . Ž t Ž . . Ž . t Ž . 1Ž .where h t  exp H g  d and H t  H h  d . Let either g L 0 0
1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .or g L  and lim g t  0, d d 0, R A , and u  u 0 . Thent 0
1
t
d d 0, co u  u t R t ,  d ,Ž . Ž .Ž . H0½ 5ž /0
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 and there exists an element x, which is independent of f , such that x  d
t 1Ž Ž .. Ž .  4and x co u  u t H R t,  d .0 0
 Ž .4 Ž Ž .. t Ž . 14 Ž .Proof. Let S t  u  u t H R t,  d . Then, by 3.3 in0 0
 Ž .4Lemma 3.1, S t is bounded. So it follows from the reflexivity of X that
 Ž .4there exists x co S t such that
 S t , x*  x , x*Ž . Ž .Ž .t
Ž . Ž .for every x* X*, where  is an invariant mean on 0, . If j J x ,
then we have
  2        x  x , j   S t , j   S t j  d  j  d  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t
 and hence x  d. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2 there exists a
 z X* such that z  d and
1 h tŽ . t2  3.8 S t , z 	 d  d F  dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hž b  H tŽ . Ž . 0
1
t t
  R t ,  d R t ,  g  d u .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 0ž / /0 0
Then we get
x , z   S t , z 	 lim inf S t , z 	 d 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t
t
      Ž . 2    Since x  d x z 	 x, z 	 d , we have x 	 d and hence x 
Ž . Ž . Ž .d. Furthermore, from 3.1 and 3.7 , for each t 0, we can choose
0 s t such that
sh t h sŽ . Ž .t
   F  d F  dŽ . Ž .H HH t H sŽ . Ž .0 0
and
1
t t
R t ,  d R t ,  g  dŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
1s s
 R s,  d R s,  g  d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
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Ž .and so from 3.8 we have
s1 h sŽ .
2  3.9 S t , z 	 d  d F  dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hž b  H sŽ . Ž . 0
1s s
  R s,  d R s,  g  d u .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 0ž / /0 0
Ž .From 3.9 , we obtain also
3.10Ž .
s1 h sŽ .
2  w , z 	 d  d F  dŽ . Ž .Hž b  H sŽ . Ž . 0
1s s
  R s,  d R s,  g  d u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 0ž / /0 0
 Ž .4 Ž .for every w co S t . Letting s  in 3.10 yields
w , z 	 d 2Ž .
 Ž .4for every w co S t , and hence
      2w  d w z 	 w , z 	 d .Ž .
  Ž  Ž .4.So we obtain w 	 d and d d 0, co S t .
Now we show that once the invariant mean  has been fixed, the
element x does not dependent on f. To this end, let u be anotherˆ
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .  Ž .4 Žgeneralized solution of V with u  f 0 and S t  u ˆ ˆb, g , f 0 0
t 1 ˆŽ .. Ž .  4  Ž .4u t H R t,  d . Let x be a mean point of S t concerning , andˆ ˆ0
Ž . Ž .  let j J x x . Then, using the equation 3.5 in 1, Theorem 3.2 givenˆ
by
t
   u t  u t  u 0  u 0 1 R t , s g s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ Hž /0
t ˆ R t , s F s  F s , u s  u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆH 
0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for t 0, we have from 3.1 , 3.6 , and 3.7 that
ˆ x x  x x , j   S t  S t , jŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ Ž .t
ˆ     S t  S t  j Ž . Ž .Ž .t
1
t
       u  u  u t  u t R s,  d  j Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ht 0 0ž /0
1
t
   2 u  u R t ,  dŽ .ˆ Ht 0 0ž 0
1
t t
 R t ,  d R t ,  g  dŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
1 h tŽ . t ˆ      F   F  d  j Ž . Ž .Ž .H /b  H tŽ . Ž . 0
 0
as t , and hence x x. This completes the proof.ˆ
By using Theorem 3.3, we can prove the following.
 COROLLARY 3.4 1 . With the same assumptions as those in Theorem 3.3,
we hae the following:
Ž .i If X is, in addition, strictly conex, then the
1
t
weak lim u t R t ,  dŽ . Ž .H
t 0
exists and is independent of f.
Ž .ii If X* has a Frechet differentiable norm, then the´
1
t
strong lim u t R t ,  dŽ . Ž .H
t 0
exists.
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž Ž .. t Ž . 14Proof. i Let S t  u  u t H R t,  d . Since the reflex-0 0
  Ž .4   4ive Banach space X is strictly convex, the set x co S t : x  d
consists of exactly one point. This point equals x in Theorem 3.3. Let
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 Ž .4  Ž .4 Ž .S t be a subnet of S t such that S t converges weakly to y. Then,	 	
since
     y  lim inf S t  lim S t  d ,Ž . Ž .	
	 t
Ž .we have y x. This implies that S t converges weakly to x. Hence we
Ž . t Ž . 1obtain that u t H R t,  d converges weakly to x. From Theorem 3.3,0
it is obvious that this limit is independent of f.
Ž . Ž . t Ž . 1ii It follows from Lemma 2.1 that u t H R t,  d converges0
strongly to x.
 Ž .4 Ž Ž .. t Ž . 14Remark 3.5. Let S t  u  u t H R t,  d . From Theorem0 0
Ž  Ž . 4.3.3, we also conclude that d d 0, co S t : t	 s and that theres 0
   Ž . 4exists an element x with x  d such that x co S t : t	 s fors 0
 Ž .4  Ž .4any u  D A . If y is a weak limit of a subnet S t of S t , then itŽ .0 	
 Ž . 4follows that y co S t : t	 s . Hence, if the sets 0
 z co S t : t	 s : z  d 4Ž .½ 5
s0
Ž . t Ž . 1consists of exactly one point, then the weak lim u t H R t,  dt 0
exists.
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.6. It is easily verified that R t, s  b t s if g 0 and
Ž .h sŽ . Ž .R t, s  if b 1 with h defined by 3.2 . Consequently, Theorem 3.3Ž .h t
can be used to establish the corresponding results for the equations
Ž .   Ž .  V of 11, 15 and V of 12, 16 . Corollary 3.4 is also a naturalb, 0, f 1, g , f
improvement of 12, Corollary 5; 15, Corollary 2.5; and 16, Corollaries 2.3
and 2.4 .
Remark 3.7. Corollary 3.4 is of interest in view of using the mean
Ž .point. In particular, Corollary 3.4.i asserts that the weak limit of
 Ž . t Ž . 14 u t H R t,  d is independent of f. Compare this with 1, Corollary0
3.6 .
Ž .Remark 3.8. Our main results Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 can also
be used to study the asymptotic behavior as t  together with estimates
of their rates of decay, under physically reasonable assumptions on b, A,
g, and f motivated by the problem of nonlinear heat flow in materials with
 memory which were discussed in 1, 4 .
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